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London, 6th August 2020 

RBR adds virtual edition to all physical conferences in 2020  

RBR is adding a virtual edition to all of its upcoming physical conferences to give certainty to delegates 

and event partners and ensure that opportunities for learning and networking are not missed 

Virtual events allow wider participation 

RBR has announced a series of virtual events that will complement its existing physical conferences 

line-up in 2020. Having initially pushed back its physical events to the end of Q4, to maximise the 

chance of them going ahead, the virtual conferences have been added to guarantee this will be the 

case. A full virtual conference and expo will be run for each event and allow a greater number of 

international banks, fintechs and industry partners to participate than would have been the case, even 

without restrictions. 

Physical and virtual conferences are complementary 

While its virtual events offer unique benefits and opportunities, RBR is keen to continue with its physical 

events if at all possible. RBR’s Managing Director, Dominic Hirsch, commented: “RBR continues to be 

passionate about the value of physical conferences and our event partners certainly echo this 

sentiment. Bringing key industry stakeholders together to share knowledge is core to our offering, and 

you cannot beat face-to-face interaction. A dual physical-virtual strategy leverages the strengths of each 

model and reduces risks for everybody involved”. 

For the physical conferences, RBR is working closely with its venue partners to monitor the social 

distancing situation and ensure that appropriate measures are put in place. 

Unparalleled learning opportunities 

At the heart of all of RBR’s conferences are international speaker programmes comprising bank case 

studies and expert thought leadership sessions. Keynotes across the events include Siân John MBE 

(Microsoft) on the evolving cybersecurity landscape, Brian Parker (Barclays) on customer-obsessed 

transformation, Scott Abrahams (Mastercard) on financial inclusion, and Kevin Lane (Lloyds Banking 

Group) on transforming branches securely. 

The virtual events will replicate the physical event agendas, meaning anyone who is unable to travel to 

London can still take advantage of the learning and networking opportunities. As with the physical 

events, the online series will also have an interactive exhibition and provide opportunities for questions 

and discussion. 

What’s happening in 2020? 

RBR’s line-up for the rest of the year is as follows: 

• Self-Service Banking Asia 2020 | Virtual, 23rd and 24th Sept 2020 

self-service • branch • fintech • digital banking • cash management • financial inclusion • mobile banking 
 

• Branch Transformation 2020 | London, 17th and 18th Nov / Virtual, 23rd and 24th Nov 2020 

branch design • CX • strategy-driven transformation • omnichannel integration • staff optimisation 
 

• BankSec 2020 | London, 9th and 10th Dec / Virtual, 14th and 15th Dec 2020 

self-service security • access control • cybersecurity • law enforcement • video surveillance • biometrics 
 

• Self-Service Banking Europe 2020 | London, 9th and 10th Dec / Virtual, 14th and 15th Dec 2020 

self-service innovation • digital banking • fintech • next-gen ATM solutions • cloud • mobile banking 

Confirmed exhibitors and sponsors include: 

ACF Technologies, Associated Security, Auriga, Banking Automation, BS/2, Cennox, CPI, Cummins Allison, Diebold Nixdorf, 

dormakaba, Euronet, Euronet Software Solutions, Evolis, Feerica, FIS, Genetec, Glory, GMV, Gunnebo, Intel, KAL ATM 

Software, NCR, NM Money Group, Oberthur CP, OKI, Pannovate, Pyramid, REINER, Sargent & Greenleaf, SICPA, Spinnaker, 

Suzohapp, TMD Security 
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Notes to editors 

To discuss RBR’s conferences in more detail, please email Emily Camara 

(emily.camara@rbrlondon.com) or call +44 74 2800 3995. 

RBR is a strategic research and consulting firm with three decades of experience in banking and retail 

automation, cards and payments. It assists its clients by providing independent advice and intelligence 

through published reports, consulting, newsletters and events. 

The information and data within this press release are the copyright of RBR, and may only be 

quoted with appropriate attribution to RBR. The information is provided free of charge and may 

not be resold. 
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